Autonomous corrosion detection in gas pipelines: a hybrid-fuzzy classifier approach using ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation protocols.
In this paper, a customized classifier is presented for the industry-practiced nondestructive evaluation (NDE) protocols using a hybrid-fuzzy inference system (FIS) to classify the corrosion and distinguish it from the geometric defects or normal/healthy state of the steel pipes used in the gas/petroleum industry. The presented system is hybrid in the sense that it utilizes both soft computing through fuzzy set theory, as well as conventional parametric modeling through H(infinity) optimization methods. Due to significant uncertainty in the power spectral density of the noise in ultrasonic NDE procedures, the use of optimal H(2) estimators for defect characterization is not so accurate. A more appropriate criterion is the H(infinity) norm of the estimation error spectrum which is based on minimization of the magnitude of this spectrum and hence produces more robust estimates. A hybrid feature set is developed in this work that corresponds to a) geometric features extracted directly from the raw ultrasonic A-scan data (which are the ultrasonic echo pulses in 1-Dtraveling inside the metal perpendicular to its 2 surfaces) and b) mapped features from the impulse response of the estimated model of the defect waveform under study. An experimental strategy is first outlined, through which the necessary data are collected as A-scans. Then, using the H(infinity) estimation approach, a parametric transfer function is obtained for each pulse. In this respect, each A-scan is treated as output from a defining function when a pure/healthy metal's A-scan is used as its input. Three defining states are considered in the paper; healthy, corroded, and defective, where the defective class represents metal with artificial or other defects. The necessary features are then calculated and are then supplied to the fuzzy inference system as input to be used in the classification. The resulting system has shown excellent corrosion classification with very low misclassification and false alarm rates.